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Sep Studio NXT is for everyone and not
just for AccuRIP users. Hard to imagine
how this incredible opportunity works,

be sure to take a trial of Sep Studio NXT
to understand its power. Everything a
screen printer needs and nothing they

dont. Expertly handles customer
supplied or downloaded vector PDF and

tonal raster images. Sep Studio NXT
instantly converts unwanted or stray

process colors to useful spot colors! No
other software has ever accomplished
this. Color conversion struggles and
extra handling of poorly constructed
files is finally over! While NOT a film

print RIP software like AccuRIP,
Separation Studio NXT does offer unique
options that assist users for the finished

print stage conversion process to the
screen exposure process. Sep Studio

NXT Plan Details >INCLUDES:
Downloadable Sep Studio NXT software
license (Mac and Windows). Activation

code securely stored online in your
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private MY ACCOUNT associated with
your web purchase. This license is for

compatible OS.
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AccuRIP is a Photoshop (or Gimp or
Paint Shop Pro or PhotoShop) plug-in for
the relatively new Windows Vista, 7 and
8 operating systems. The plug-in comes
with a simple user interface that makes
it easy to operate. If you are running the
Windows XP operating system, AccuRIP
also comes with a version of XP that is
optimized for AccuRIP. Furthermore,

AccuRIP works with.acu and.ikm
extensions files. It does not make a

distinction between 32-bit and 64-bit
files, and it can easily handle file sizes

up to 600 MB. With the AccuRIP
software you can print negatives to your
Epson printer. AccuRIP loads and prints
negatives the same way that all Epson

printers do. The AccuRIP "Negative
Print" tool has a fairly intuitive interface.

You can also use AccuRIP to scan film
negatives to edit and print. The two
functions can be combined and used

together or used separately. In addition
to printing pictures to film, you can also

convert digital pictures into film
negatives. Accurip software offers
everything a film printer needs in a
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single easy to use package. Accurip
software is carefully designed to include
the basic tools for every aspect of film

production. Accurip software is the best
of all for the widest range of film types
and materials, and is far and away the
most popular software of it's kind. The

features and capabilities have been
carefully designed to fit the needs of the

broadest range of users, from casual
newcomers to professional operations.

The program has been for years the
software of choice for everyone. Accurip

software has always been the best of
it's kind. 5ec8ef588b
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